High converting
LEAD MAGNET
CHECKLIST

OPT-IN PAGE
TEMPLATE

Qualifies Your Ideal Client

Get's more sign-ups

Shortens the sales cycle

LEAD MAGNET
CHECKLIST

High Value - Let this set the bar for working with you
Be specific - make sure it solves a real problem they have now
Easy & quick to consume
Super simple & quick to implement right away
Provides a quick mini transformational experience / a quick
win that provides a feeling of instant gratification
Demonstrates your specific knowledge, expertise, or credibility
Introduction to you & your work (make it clear that this is only
one of the problems to be solved in a much broader category of
things
Strong call to action - point them in the next direction + invite
them to take the journey further with you

Remember: this is the 1st piece of your
marketing/sales funnel - make it count!
hello @vividwithjay.com

@vividwithjay

NB: No Navigational Menu On This Page

FREE [YOUR THING ]
[Checklist, meditation, masterclass, content calendar]

CLEAR + CATCHY TITLE
[Speak to the specific end result of what they'll gain from your thing]

1

PROMOTIONAL PARAGRAPH

[A paraphrased version of what they'll learn and why that matters]

Name
Email
Get the Thing

2

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN/BE ABLE TO DO

[With this template you will be able to: /
In this masterclass you will learn: / This meditation will help you:]

3 - 5 Bullet Points of Benefits
Eg. You will know/understand
Eg. You will learn how to
Eg. You will be able to
Eg. You will have more/less/greater

THIS AMAZING LEAD MAGNET IS PERFECT FOR

Example 1
of who would benefit

Example 2
of who would benefit

3

Example 3
of who would benefit

4

CHALLENGE + FUTURE PACE OF YOUR IDEAL
CLIENT TO DO/BE/HAVE

[Ask your ideal client if they are ready to be/do/have the outcome of your thing]
[Example 1: Are you ready to reconnect with your teenager?]

[Example 2: Are you ready to calm your mind and balance your energy?]
[Example 3: Are you ready for a pain free workout?]
Name

Email

Get the Thing

5

INTRODUCE YOURSELF
[Include a short bio about yourself that lets your
ideal client know why you're the perfect person to
help them in this area of their life, relationship,
career or busines - don't be afraid to infuse your
personality here so that they get a sense of who
you are]

6

BIG ENTICING CALL TO ACTION

[Sign up to watch/grab/get/receive this FREE template/ presentation/meditation/blueprint/etc]

MOTIVATIONAL PARAGRAPH

[If you've been struggling to _______ because it feels so _______,
but now you're ready to _______ ,
then this free [Your Thing], [Title of Your Thing] is for you!

Name

Email

Get the Thing

Congratulations!
If this checklist and template have helped you to improve the
quality and efficacy of your lead magnet and your opt-in page then
you are one important step closer to creating a higher converting
marketing and sales funnel! Well done!

Still Struggling?
Check your inbox for an opportunity to book a special
Lead Them To You session where we can create lead magnet
& your opt-in page together.

Jay xo
WWW.VIVIDWITHJAY.COM

